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Abstract

This paper discusses the computational modal transient response and stress analysis of car chassis. The prediction of the dynamic properties of the chassis is great significant to determine the natural frequencies of the structure. In order to avoid resonance, value operating frequency must lower than natural frequency of the chassis. Stress analysis was carried out by using Algor FEMPRO Software to determine the stress distribution on the chassis structure when load been applied. Result shows that bending mode observe at first mode frequency, torsion mode at second mode frequency, mixed bending and torsion at third mode frequency and bending mode at fourth mode frequency. Range natural frequency from 50-99 Hz was examined on this analysis. Maximum stress, 45 MPa was determined at each corner at pillar joint and this value is under the allowable stress for steel which is 300 MPa. The stress and modal analysis techniques are significant essential for automotive chassis structure design.
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Introduction

Automotive manufacturer companies are focusing on the processes of delivering high quality cars to the market faster and cheaper. Automotive body structure is very complex and must have enough stiffness ensure assemble and make use of [1]. Chassis is one of the major body components of a vehicle because it is subjected to mechanical shocks or vibrations that may result such as the car can be collapse while it in running that cause from resonant. Due to various dynamic excitations, chassis will tend to vibrate and can lead to ride discomfort, ride safety and stability problems [2]. Structure resonant occurred when the excitation same to the natural frequency of the chassis and important to determine the natural frequency of the structure to avoid this situation. Resonant vibration is mainly caused by an interaction between the inertial and elastic properties of the materials within a structure. Resonance is often the cause of or at least a contributing factor too many of the vibration and noise related problems that occur in structures and operating machinery [3]. Therefore, investigation on dynamic characteristic is very significant in order to control vibration and noise.

Finite element analysis is a computer simulation technique for modeling and analyzing the effect of the part or model. This tool is very important to identifying the structure failure before manufacturing and test. Efficient, large, general-purpose computer codes now exist with appropriate matrix assembler routines and equation solvers for calculation of the following structural properties [4]: static displacement and static stress, natural frequencies and mode shapes, forced harmonic response amplitude and dynamic stress, transient dynamic response and transient stress, random forced response and dynamic stress. Ying et al. [5] stated that finite element analysis using MSC Nastran is very useful tool to identify dynamic characteristics such as natural frequencies and mode shapes. Go-kart chassis structure was determined using finite element analysis to compare eigenvalues and eigenvectors of dynamic parameters to compare with experimental results [6]. Finite element analysis of car body in white modal performance has been investigated to assessing design capability [7]. Finite element model was developed to predict noise and vibration on drive train [8]. Schedlinski et al. [9] setup the model validation of MSC Nastran software is to predict the structural dynamics of the body in white.

A finite element stress analysis is carried out at the failure region to determine the stress distribution and possible design improvement [10]. Longitudinal stringer was modeled and stress analysis was performed using Hypermesh software. Martinson et al. [11] were performed 3D ABAQUS finite element simulations for the Brezel, C-weld and
Ring-weld geometries to determine the residual stresses. Finite element analysis was performed to investigate the magnitude and direction of the stresses and strains in the different geometries in order to understand failure [12]. However, the finite element results are extremely sensitive to mesh refinement, especially with respect to singularities at the ends of the joint. Elastoplastic FEM is adopted to understand the characteristics of the stress distribution in a weld-bonded joint, the dimensions and shape of the weld-bonded specimen [13]. Skopinsky [14] was investigated stress analysis of nonradial intersections of cylindrical shells subjected to external loadings using thin shell theory and finite element method. Numerical approach have been devoted to the stress analysis of pipe and nozzle connections subjected to different external loadings [15].

In this paper, finite element was performed to indentify modal parameter and stress analysis of car chassis using ALGOR Fempro software.

Modeling

Figure 1 shows the actual car chassis hang up using bungee cord. Modeling is important stage to perform analysis in finite element. SolidWorks as the commercial CAD software package has been use to create 3D model of car chassis. The important in the exact and accurate measure of the car chassis and transfer that to create the 3d model of car chassis. Figure 2 shows the CAD modeling of car chassis.

![Figure 1: Actual Car Chassis](image1)

![Figure 2: CAD Modeling of Car Chassis](image2)

The mesh generation is an important procedure to subdivide the solid geometry into elements. Fine mesh requires considerable computing time and memory space. On the other side, coarse mesh reduces the computing time and memory space, but will cause inaccurate results. In this work, proper meshing is determined based on the convergence regarding the model's element types, element constants, material properties, and the model geometries, which is used in this work. The model surface have many rectangle that indicate the element size choose at the mesh setting. The from the convergence test, the optimum mesh percentages was 70 percent and the number element that produce with this mesh percentages was 6626 element as shown in Figure 3. In this project brick has been choose as the element type for the model and AISI 1005 steel was select for element material.
Result and Discussion

The modal analysis was performed to determine the mode shapes and the natural frequencies of the car chassis. Figure 4 shows the first natural frequency was 50.56 Hz. This mode shape was bending with vertical bending type. This can be seen with the axis of the bending mode shape in the vertical direction. Front and A-pillar joint to the passengers’ compartment have maximum displacement in this mode shape condition. The maximum displacement for first mode shape was 1.79 mm. The second mode shape of the chassis is twisting or also known as torsion mode shape as shown in Figure 5. The value natural frequency of this mode is 62.10 Hz and the most displacement occurs at the engine bay of the chassis. The rear seat area and the wall of passenger compartment to engine bay were the axis of the twisting. This can see the displacement is lower at this area with the blue color. The maximum displacement for this mode shape was 2.37 mm.

The natural frequency of the third mode shape of chassis is 83.25 Hz with the mixed mode shape as shown in Figure 6. The mode shapes in this mode were mixed due the combination both bending and twisting mode in one mode. The twisting axis are at the rear area with the roof and the floor of the chassis do the twisting meanwhile the engine bay or the front panel receive the lateral bending. The maximum displacement for this mode shape was 2.417 mm. Bending are the forth mode shape of this car chassis and the natural frequency are 91.98 Hz as shown in Figure 7. The lateral bending was the bending type and the axis is at the side of the chassis floor. That was the reason the middle of the floor got high displacement differ to the side of the floor. The maximum displacement is 2.0 mm and front panel is the maximum place was occurring.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: AISI 1005 steel properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mass density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modulus of elasticity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson’s ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal coefficient of expansion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shear modulus of elasticity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Stress analysis is used to determine the stress point when the chassis structure receives the loads. The analysis will perform by the numbers of passengers to determine the reaction each load to the chassis for each case. First case for indicate one passenger, second case for indicate two passengers, third case indicate for three passengers and forth case indicate for four passengers in the car. Each group of nodes indicates the force load each passengers like in the Figure 10 and each group indicates 637.65 N per group. Every node group contains 12 nodes. One passenger can define as only driver weight as the load for case 1. Two passengers can indicate as the both front seat receive the load for case 2 and for three passengers was addition front passengers and one rear passengers for case 3. The last was the four passengers was seat at the car seat for case 4. Figure 8 shows the stress distribution in the chassis and the clearly on the figure that the higher value of Von Misses stress was 11.7 MPa. The figure clearly shows that each corner of pillar joint has higher stress concentration in when it receive the load or force. B-pillar have high stress due the nearest to the source of load. Figure 9 shows the stress distribution in the chassis and the clearly on the figure that the higher value for Von Misses stress was 23.49 MPa. The figure clearly shows that each corner of pillar joint has higher stress concentration in when it receive the load or force. B-pillar has less stress but both A-pillars have same stress concentration due to both loads at front seat position.

Figure 10 shows the stress distribution in the chassis and the clearly on the figure that the higher value of Von Misses stress was 32.95 MPa. The figure clearly shows that each corner of pillar joint has higher stress concentration in when it receive the load or force. Figure 11 shows the stress distribution in the chassis and the clearly on the figure that the higher value of Von Misses stress was 35.88 MPa. The figure clearly shows that each corner of pillar joint has higher stress concentration in when it receive the load or force.
Figure 8 until Figure 11 shows the reaction for all cases which the car receive the load forces. Each figure indicates the condition when increasing the numbers of passengers in the car. The boundary condition was fixed at each corner of the model. Only one node chooses at each corner to perform this analysis. This was the condition on the boundary condition to make bending analysis to the structure. Through bending analysis can carry out the stress analysis on the structure. From all the figure, the stress concentration was appears at the joints. Pillar was play the main enroll to withstand the stress distribution. This can see on the above figure that each of each of it will appears that pillar have the stress concentration and it place at the joint the pillar to the body such as the lower part of the chassis or the roof of the chassis.

Conclusion

Static stress with linear material models analysis and the linear natural frequency (modal analysis) were perform on the 3D model of car chassis to determine stress distributions, natural frequencies, and mode shape of the car chassis by using FEMPRO Algor. Result shows that bending mode observe at first mode frequency, torsion mode at second mode frequency, mixed bending and torsion at third mode frequency and bending mode at fourth mode frequency. Range natural frequency from 50-99 Hz was examined on this analysis. Computational stress analysis was carried out to determine the stress distribution on the chassis structure when load been applied. Maximum stress, 45 MPa was determined at each corner at pillar joint and this value is under the allowable stress for steel which is 300 MPa. The stress and modal analysis techniques are significant essential for automotive chassis structure design. It is important to study the dynamic characteristic of the car chassis so that resonance and structure failure does not occur on the chassis in working condition.
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